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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of quantizing samples of finite-rate-ofinnovation (FRI) and bandlimited (BL) signals by using an integrateand-fire time encoding machine (IF-TEM). We propose a uniform
design of the quantization levels and show by numerical simulations that quantization using IF-TEM improves the recovery of FRI
and BL signals in comparison with classical uniform sampling in
the Fourier-domain and Nyquist methods, respectively. In terms of
mean square error (MSE), the reduction reaches at least 5 dB for both
classes of signals. Our numerical evaluations also demonstrate that
the MSE further decreases when the number of pulses comprising
the FRI signal increases. A similar observation is demonstrated for
BL signals. In particular, we show that, in contrast to the classical
method, increasing the frequency of the IF-TEM input decreases the
quantization step size, which can reduce the MSE.
Index Terms— Quantization, time encoding machine, finiterate-of-innovation signals, integrate-and-fire
1. INTRODUCTION
Commonly used commercial digital circuits are almost exclusively
synchronized to a global clock. Clock support entails high engineering costs especially in the context of deep submicron VLSI [1, 2].
Recently, asynchronous circuits and systems have gained renewed
interest since they bear the potential of more effective design [3].
In particular, due to the elimination of a global clock, asynchronous
circuit systems and architectures can lead to more energy efficient
designs [3, 4].
In asynchronous analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), periodic
sampling is replaced by signal-dependent schemes in which sampling is triggered irregularly and occurs when a specific event, defined by its amplitude change, is detected [5]. The time of these
events is recorded, and these times act as a discrete representation of
the analog signal [3, 4]. The temporal density of the time encoding
varies and is determined by changes in the input signal [4].
There exist several approaches for time encoding of analog
signals [4, 6–9]. An integrate-and-fire time encoding machine (IFTEM) is a popular approach for time encoding due to its simple
hardware design [10]. In this approach, the analog input signal is
integrated, and then the integrated signal is compared to a threshold. Each time the threshold is reached, time encodings or firing
instants are recorded [4]. An IF-TEM mimics the integrate-and-fire
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function of neurons in the human brain [9]. This brain-inspired sampling method leads to simple and energy-efficiency devices, such as
ADCs [2, 11, 12], neuromorphic computers [13], event-based vision
sensors [14], and more.
Time encoding has been studied for bandlimited signals [6, 8],
signals in shift-invariant spaces [15], and FRI signals [9,16,17]. FRI
signals are of particular interest due to their prevalence in a variety
of applications, such as radar [18], ultrasound [19], code-division
multiple-access, and ultra-wideband [20]. To the best of our knowledge, previous works on time encoding did not consider the performance of quantization given pre-use of the IF-TEM sampler.
In this paper, we investigate the effect of quantization when the
signals are measured by using IF-TEM. In our analysis we consider
FRI and bandlimited signals and compare the effect of quantization
for IF-TEM and conventional sampling. For bandlimited signals, the
conventional approach for sampling and recovery is based on acquiring the signal values in discrete, equally-spaced intervals over time,
at a rate greater or equal to that dictated by the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem [21]. For FRI signals, which may not be bandlimited, the conventional approach is that the signals are uniformly
sampled in time or frequency domains, and a spectral estimating
technique is used for the reconstruction [22, 23].
Our contribution is twofold: first, we analyze the quantizer resolution for the IF-TEM sampler. We show that unlike standard sampling approaches, increasing the frequency of the IF-TEM input for
BL signals or number of pulses in FRI models decreases the quantization step size, which can reduce the MSE. Second, in the presence
of quantization, we demonstrate that compared to the classical samplers, using an IF-TEM sampler for BL and FRI signals can reduce
the reconstruction MSE.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
formulate the problem and discuss some background results. In Section 3, we analyse the quantizer resolution using IF-TEM sampling.
In Section 4, we evaluate the performance of the proposed methods.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, background results in the context of the IF-TEM sampler and signal models are discussed. Following that, we present the
problem formulation.
2.1. IF-TEM vs. Classic Sampler
Conventional sampling schemes, as depicted in Fig. 1(a), focus
on sampling signals by recording signal amplitudes at known time
points. Given an input signal y(t), instantaneous samples y(nTs )
with a suitable sampling interval Ts are measured. In contrast,
IF-TEM encodes the input y(t) using times rather than amplitudes.

to the time difference between the firing instants, i.e., the BL input
signal can be recovered if the overall firing rate of the IF-TEM is
higher than the Nyquist rate. In this case, the signal is reconstructed
in a manner similar to that of a BL signal recorded with irregularly
spaced amplitude samples (cf. [6, 8] for IF-TEM recovery mechanism details).
In the context of FRI signals, a kernel-based sampling framework is typically studied [22, 23]. A signal x(t) is said to be a T periodic FRI signal if
x(t) =

L
XX

a` h(t − τ` − pT ),

(4)

p∈Z `=1

Fig. 1. (a) classical schematic sampler. (b) IF-TEM sampler.

Consider an IF-TEM with bias b, scaling κ, and threshold δ, as
depicted in Fig. 1(b). The input signal to the IF-TEM, y(t), is realvalued and bounded such that |y(t)| ≤ c < b < ∞. To time-encode
the signal y(t), a bias b is added. The resulting signal b + y(t) is
scaled by 1/κ and integrated. Finally, the time instants (also denoted
as firing instants) at which the integral exceeds a threshold δ are
recorded and the integrator resets. The IF-TEM input y(t) and its
output {tn }n∈Z are thus related as
Z tn+1
yn ,
y(s) ds = −b(tn+1 − tn ) + κδ.
(1)
tn

The measurements yn are used in the reconstruction of the input
signal from the firing instants. From (1) and the fact that |y(t)| is
bounded by c, the time difference Tn = tn+1 −tn is bounded by [16]
∆tmin =

κδ
κδ
≤ Tn ≤
= ∆tmax .
b+c
b−c

(2)

2.2. Sampling and Recovery of BL and FRI signals
A signal x(t) is said to be c-bounded and 2Ω BL signal if |x(t)| ≤ c,
where c ∈ R, and its Fourier transform decays outside the closed
interval [−Ω, Ω]. The frequency upper bound Ω is known as the
band limit, and its support is referred to as the bandwidth [21]. The
Shannon-Nyquist theorem, which we refer to as the classical approach, states that a 2Ω BL signal y(t) can be perfectly recovered
from its uniform samples y(nTs ), if the sampling rate is at least
the Nyquist rate Ω
[21]. Results on BL signals reconstruction from
π
IF-TEM outputs have been considered for cases where the input signal is 2Ω BL and c-bounded with finite energy E [4, 6, 8]. A sigx(t) ∈ L2 (R) is said to have finite energy E ∈ R if E =
Rnal
∞
|x(t)|2 dt < ∞. In general, the bandwidth 2Ω and the ampli−∞
tude upper-bound c are independent. Here, we consider BL signals
with maximal energy E;pin this case, as given in [24], the relation
between Ω and c is c = EΩ/π.
We consider the IF-TEM sampling and recovery mechanism as
in [6] (except that the refractory period is assumed to be zero). By
using an iterative approach, Lazar and Tóth showed that such signals can be perfectly recovered using an IF-TEM with parameters
{b, κ, δ} if b > c and [6]
∆tmax <

π
.
Ω

(3)

The bound in (3) requires a bandwidth that is inversely proportional

where the FRI parameters {(a` , τ` )|τ` ∈ (0, T ], a` ∈ R}L
`=1 are the
unknown amplitudes and delays. The number of FRI pulses L and
the pulse shape h(t) ∈ L2 (R) are known. Since x(t) is T -periodic,
it has the following Fourier series representation
X
x(t) =
X[k]ejkω0 t ,
(5)
k∈Z

where
L

X[k] =

X
1
a` e−jkω0 τ` ,
H(kω0 )
T

(6)

`=1

and ω0 = 2π
. Here H(ω) is the continuous-time Fourier transform
T
of h(t). The rate of innovation of x(t), that is, the degrees of freedom per unit time interval, is 2L
.
T
The parameters {a` , τ` }L
`=1 can be uniquely computed from a
minimum of 2L and 2L + 2 Fourier series coefficients (FSCs), for
the classical and IF-TEM setup respectively, by using spectral analysis methods, such as the annihilating filter (AF) [16, 17, 22, 23].
Hence, with 2L FSCs X[k] can uniquely determine the FRI signal
x(t) [23]. Thus, the FRI signal reconstruction problem is reduced
to uniquely determining the desired number of FSCs from the signal measurements. Reconstruction from IF-TEM outputs have been
considered for cases where the FRI input is c-bounded and is guaranteed if the IF-TEM parameters satisfy [16, 17].
2L + 2
1
≥
.
∆tmax
T

(7)

This condition is similar to the classical FRI method where perfect
recovery is achieved when sampling at the rate of innovation. For
details on sampling and perfect reconstruction of FRI signals from
classical and IF-TEM outputs, we refer to [17, 19, 22].
2.3. Problem Formulation
We consider the problem of recovering a signal x(t), which can be
either an FRI or BL signal, from its quantized samples for the IFTEM and classical setup. Specifically, for FRI signals, we consider
a T -periodic FRI signal as in (4), where our goal is to retrieve the
FRI parameters {a` , τ` }L
`=1 from quantized IF-TEM samples. In
this case, the FSCs are calculated from quantized samples. For BL
signals, we consider a 2Ω BL and c-bounded signal with a fixed
maximal energy E < ∞. Our goal is to retrieve the signal from
quantized IF-TEM samples.
A generalized sampling with quantization scheme is shown in
Fig. 2. Here, the input signal x(t) is passed through a sampling
kernel g(t), which results in the signal y(t). Then a set of N measurements, {θn }N
n=1 , are computed from y(t). The sampler is denoted by S, and the quantizer is denoted by Q. The sampler could

For the IF-TEM sampler, we quantize the time-differences
h
i Tn . From
κδ
κδ
(2), we note that the dynamic range of Tn is b+c
, b−c
. Hence, for
a K-level uniform quantizer, the step-size is given by
Fig. 2. Generalized sampling with quantization system mode:
Continuous-time signal x(t) is filtered through a sampling kernel
g(t) resulting in y(t). Then y(t) is sampled by using a sampler S
that results in a discrete representation {θn }. The representation is
quantized by a quantizer Q, resulting in {f (θn )}.

be either a classical instantaneous sampler as shown in Fig. 1(a) or
an IF-TEM as depicted in Fig. 1(b). In the former framework, we
have θn = y(nTs ), with a suitable sampling interval Ts , whereas in
the later encoding scheme the measurements are given by θn = tn ,
where {tn }N
n=1 are the time-encodings.
For the BL case, the sampling kernel is a low-pass filter or can
be removed. For the FRI case, in both IF-TEM and classical settings,
the sampling kernel g(t) is designed such that 2L + 2 FSCs of x(t)
are computed from {θn }N
n=1 where N ≥ 2L + 2. In particular, a
sum-of-sincs (SoS) filter can be used to determine the FSCs from the
measurements [17, 19].
After the sampler computes the measurements θn of the signal
x(t), the samples are quantized. In the classical sampling scheme,
the instantaneous samples y(nTs ) are quantized; in IF-TEM, the differences, Tn = tn+1 − tn rather than the time-encodings tn are
quantized resulting in f (θn ) = T̂n , where T̂n denotes Tn quantized.
Due to quantization, the signal x(t) cannot be perfectly recovered. Our objective is to compare the classical and IF-TEM reconstructions by calculating the MSE of the recovered FRI and BL
signals from the quantized measurements f (θn ). In particular, we
would like to assess and analyze if there is any advantage of using
IF-TEM over classical sampling when recovering FRI and/or BL signals in the presence of quantization.
3. QUANTIZED IF-TEM SYSTEM
In this section, we analyze quantization strategies for classical and
IF-TEM sampling schemes with FRI and BL signals. We show that
as the number of pulses L increases for FRI signals, or the signal’s
frequency for BL signals, the dynamic range of each sample decreases. We therefore suggest increasing the resolution of the quantizer as a function of L or the frequency of the signals.
For both FRI and BL signals, the sampled signal is quantized
by an identical uniform scalar quantizer with resolution of log2 K
bits, i.e., each quantizer can produce K distinct output values. To
compare both the IF-TEM and classical methods, first, we discuss
quantization in the classic framework. For FRI signals, given that
the SoS filter is bounded, the filter y(t) is also bounded [17, 24]:
|y(t)| ≤ c = L amax kgk∞ khk1 .

(8)

For BL signals, assuming y(t) is a signal with finite energy E [24],
r
EΩ
|y(t)| ≤ c =
.
(9)
π
This implies that the dynamic range of the instantaneous samples
y(nTs ) lie within [−c, c]. Consider a K level uniform quantizer.
The quatization step size is
∆classic =

2c
.
K

(10)

∆IF-TEM =

κδ
b−c

−
K

κδ
b+c

=

κδ
2c
.
(b + c)(b − c) K

(11)

Before we proceed, note that the integrator constant κ is a parameter of the integrator circuit, which is usually fixed. In practice,
the threshold δ, which is a parameter of the comparator, and the bias
b are easier to control. For FRI signals recovery from IF-TEM sampler, using (7), requires a the number of samples N ≥ 2L+2. When
increasing L, we can increase the bias b or decrease the threshold δ
to have a sufficient number of samples for recovery. To analyze the
relation between L and ∆IF-TEM , fixed values of δ and κ are assumed,
while b can be change. We show that by increasing L, the quantization step size ∆IF-TEM decreases. We summarize this result in the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. Consider an IF-TEM sampler followed by a K-level
uniform quantizer. For FRI signals, the quantization step ∆IF-TEM
decreases as the number of input pulses L increases.
Proof. For fixed values of κ and δ, and since the bias is chosen such
that b > c, substituting b = αc with fixed α > 1 to (11), we have
∆IF-TEM =

2κδ
2
.
(α + 1)(α − 1) cK

(12)

Using (8), with an increasing number of pulses L, the IF-TEM quantization step size will decrease.
Comparing (10) and (12), we observe that the quantization step
size in classical sampling increases with the amplitude of the FRI
signal; whereas in the IF-TEM framework, the step size decreases
with amplitude. Note that for a fixed K, increasing L for an FRI
signal increases the number of samples N in both IF-TEM and classical methods. Thus, the total number of bits will be increased in
both methods. For comparison, we set the number of samples to be
equal using (7).
Next, we analyze the quantization strategies for BL signals with
maximal energy E. Similar to the FRI quantizer, a K-level uniform
quantizer with a quantization step size ∆IF-TEM and ∆classic for IFTEM and classical sampler is used. We show that by increasing Ω,
the quantization step size ∆IF-TEM decreases.
Theorem 2. Consider an IF-TEM sampler followed by a K-level
uniform quantizer. For BL signals signals, the quantization step
∆IF-TEM decreases as the frequency of the input signal increases.
Proof. The proof directly follows using similar arguments as in Theorem 1. Substituting (9) into (12), when the input signal frequency
increases, namely, increasing Ω, the quantization step ∆IF-TEM decreases.
In the next section, we demonstrate Theorems 1 and 2. See
Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Table 1.
Note that FRI signals are determined by a finite number L of
unknowns, referred to as innovations, per time interval T . BL sig1
1
nals, have L = 1 innovations per Nyquist interval T = fnyq
= 2Ω
.
Thus, increasing Ω > 0 means decreasing T , which causes a similar
effect of reducing the quantization step size to increase L. The time
instances become closer, which causes smaller values of Tn s. Thus,
the quantization error can be reduced based on dense quantization,

Fig. 3. Time instances differences in IF-TEM with BL signals as a
function of the frequency band. The solid line shows the average Tn
and the shaded region captures the standard deviation. See the range
in Table 1.
and the IF-TEM framework results in lower quantization error than
the classical scheme.
4. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, first, we exemplify our main result in an experimental
study using simulations. We demonstrate that the quantizer resolution for each sample increases using the same number of bits overall
as the input frequency increases. Next, we evaluate the performance
of the proposed IF-TEM sampling frameworks with quantization in
terms of MSE and compare it to the classical method and show that
quantization using IF-TEM improves the recovery of FRI signals in
comparison with classical sampling.
We verify our main result using a BL signal x(t) as input. We
consider a 2Ω bandlimited
p signal x(t) which is bounded in time, i.e.,
|x(t)| ≤ c, for c = (EΩ)/π with E = 1.6 and Ω varying from
5 − 50 Hz. We investigate the recovery after quantization for the
IF-TEM and the Nyquist method. The input signal is given by
x(t) =

N
X
n=−N


c[n] sinc

t − nTs
Ts


,

(13)

1
where N = 3, Ts = 2Ω
, and cn is randomly selected 100 times
within the range [−1, 1]. The IF-TEM parameters are selected as
follows; we use fixed values of δ = 0.075 and κ = 0.4. To have a
sufficient number of samples needed for recovery, the bias is selected
such that b = 6c, resulting in a maximal oversampling factor of 3.5.
We demonstrate that the time instances differences and their range,
∆tmin − ∆tmax , decreases as the frequency of the signal increases.
Thus, as the BL signals frequency is higher, one can increase the
resolution of the quantizer using the same number of bits. The results
are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1.

Table 1. Time instants range in IF-TEM with BL signals.
Frequency [HZ]
5
10
30
50
∆tmin − ∆tmax 9e−04 7e−04 4e−04 3e−04
The suggested IF-TEM sampling framework with quantization
is then evaluated in terms of MSE and compared to the conventional
approach using an FRI signal model. In particular, we consider an

Fig. 4. Mean-squared error in estimating an FRI signal as a function
of the number of bits. The solid line shows the average error and the
shaded region captures the standard deviation in the estimate.
FRI signal x(t) as in (4), with period T = 1 seconds which consists
of L = 3, L = 4, and L = 8 impulses, with 500 randomly selected
amplitudes within the range [−1, 1]. The time-delays are selected
randomly within the range (0, 1] with a resolution grid of 0.05. For
both the classical and IF-TEM FRI schemes, we consider an SoS
sampling kernel that aids in selecting 2L FSCs [17]. For each signal
|x(t)| ≤ c, where c is defined in (8), the IF-TEM parameters are
chosen as follows: b = 10c, δ = 30, and κ ∈ {0.5, 2} for L = 3, 4
and L = 8 respectively. The number of samples is the same for each
data point in the classical and IF-TEM schemes and is approximately
8L. After computing the FSCs of x(t), the FRI parameters are computed by applying orthogonal matching pursuit to both classical and
IF-TEM methods [23]. Reconstruction accuracy of the two methods
is compared in terms of MSE, given by
MSE =

||x(t) − x̄(t)||L2 [0,T ]
,
||x(t)||L2 [0,T ]

(14)

where x̄(t) is the reconstructed signal.
In Fig. 4, a comparison between the expected MSE of the recovered signals from the IF-TEM sampler (in red) and the classical
sampler (in blue) is shown. In the IF-TEM, the difference between
the time instances is quantized, whereas, in the conventional method,
the amplitudes are quantized. For each data point, the same number
of samples and bits are used. First, as shown in Fig. 4, using the IFTEM sampler results in MSE reduction of at least 5dB less using up
to 8 bits, compared to the classical sampler. When the number of bits
is greater than 8, almost perfect recovery is achieved in both methods. Second, when increasing the number of pulses L, or raising the
rate of innovation, the MSE is further decreased. As increasing the
number of pulses for FRI signals is similar to increasing the input
signal frequency for BL signals, the same behaviour holds for BL
signals.
5. CONCLUSION
In this work we studied the problem of time-based quantization for
FRI and BL signals using a uniform design of the quantization levels. We analyzed the quantizer resolution for the IF-TEM sampler
and showed that using an IF-TEM sampler, in contrast to traditional
sampling methods, increasing the frequency of the IF-TEM input for
BL signals or the number of pulses in FRI models reduces the quantization step size using the same amount of bits. Thus, in terms of
MSE, the recovery can be improved compared to the classical approaches.
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